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military officers known as the "Black Hand." 204 On the
contrary, Pashitch replied to Austria that the withdrawal
of Serbian troops would depend on future conditions in
Albania, where the anarchical state of affairs endangered
the safety of his own peace-loving subjects. He even asked
the London Conference to revise its former decisions, and
assign some new strategic positions to Serbia, At the same
time, Montenegro, to whom a new loan had just been au-
thorized by the French Government,205 occupied Albanian
territory, and was reported to be on the point of ordering
a general mobilization against the people whom the Great
Powers were supposed to protect and govern. It was again
rumored that Montenegro was about to merge with Serbia
toward the formation of a "Greater Serbia/' It looked to
Vienna as if Serbia, Montenegro, and Greece were seriously
intending to reoccupy the unhappy distracted country and
present the impotent Powers with a new fait accompli2™
Meanwhile Berchtold informed Germany of the situa-
tion, reiterated that Albania's existence was necessary as
a barrier against the Slav advance to the Adriatic, and de-
204	"... Finally it is unmistakable that since M. Hartwig's return,
opposition [to Austria's requests] has been increasing" (Griesinger, Ger-
man Minister in Belgrade, to Bethmann, Oct. 17; GP., XXXVI, 396).
From the German reports (ibid., pp. 397, 399, 415, 417) it appears that
Neratov, in charge of the Foreign Office at St. Petersburg during Sazonov's
absence, was consulted by Hartwig and endorsed Pashitch's negative reply
to Austria. This was in flat contradiction to Sazonov's alleged attitude at
Paris. One wonders whether Sazonov quite stated the truth in his re-
port to the Tsar, or whether this is another of the many instances in
which Russian ministers pursued divergent policies.
"From conversation with the English Charge d'Affaires here [in Bel-
grade], who is usually well informed and can also get his information
from the Russian Legation, I gather that the Serbian Government . . . has
been forced to attempt to carry through a revision of the frontier, through
the influence of the Military Party—through the subterranean activities
of the group of officers known here as the 'crna rukd ['Black Hand']"
(Report of the Austrian Military Attache in Belgrade, Oct. 18; Conrad-
III, 475).
205	Oct. 8; Affaires Balkaniques, III, 65.
w* Affaires Balkaniques, III, 66; Conrad, III, 462, 472 f.

